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Reading
} A review paper
Moura M., Broadbelt L., Tyo K. (2013) Computational Tools for Guided 
Discovery and Engineering of Metabolic Pathways. In: Alper H. (eds) Systems 
Metabolic Engineering. Methods in Molecular Biology (Methods and 
Protocols), vol 985. Humana Press, Totowa, NJ
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Outline
} What is a synthesis pathway? How is it useful?
} Challenges in constructing synthesis pathways
} Computational approaches for constructing synthesis 

pathways
} Graph-based
} Rule-based

} Homework #4: Automating the addition of synthesis 
pathways to E. coli
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Why Use Biosynthesis?
} Idea: use cells as factories to produce useful molecules

} Very useful when chemical synthesis is costly or ineffective
} Allows producing compounds in a sustainable way, minimizing 

the emission of toxic contaminates and reducing the energy 
associated with production and purification

} There is increasing demand for a range of molecules, including:
} Fuels 
} Polymeric precursors 
} Biologically active compounds 
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Example: Artemisinic acid as a viable source of 
antimalarial drug artemisinin SOURCE: Nature, 2006

• Malaria threatens 300-500 million kills more than one 
million people

• Keasling’s work reduces dose price from $2.40 to $0.25! 
• Two decades and over  $42.6 million research grants

Approach
• Isolate genes that produce artemisinic acid from Artemisia annua (a 

common type of wormwood) and transplanted them in yeast
• Engineer the host to support the synthetic pathway



Making biofactories
} Computational approaches

} Use large-scale biochemical data and using it to better inform the 
design of synthetic metabolic pathways in unicellular organisms

} Goal
} Select one (or two)  “best” pathway(s) to experimentally validate
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1. Pathway identification
Identify in the database a coherent sequence of enzyme-catalyzed 
reactions that originate in the host

2. Integration with the host
Ensure that the pathway minimally affects growth and other 
essential functions of the host
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Challenges in Synthesizing Pathways

Host Target metabolite

Database



Two approaches
} Graph-based approaches

} Use data in reaction databases directly
} A reaction is represented as an edge; metabolites as nodes
} Different algorithms to identify different routes from the 

starting compound to the product. 

} Rule-based approaches
} Generalize reactions in databases into reaction rules and use 

those rules to map out reaction paths between starting 
compound and product

} Advantage: By capturing the observed chemistry in the rules, 
the algorithm can predict new compounds and pathways that 
are not found in databases
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Graph-Based Approaches
} Abstract Graph-Based Approaches

} Explore node and edge connectivity in a given database
} Probabilistic is needed due to the large possible space
} Example: Probabilistic Pathway Construction, ProPath, in the 

reference paper
} Mona Yousofshahi, Kyongbum Lee, and Soha Hassoun, "Probabilistic 

Pathway Construction", Metabolic Engineering, 13 (2011) 

} Atomistic Mapping
} Look at specifics of compounds when selecting the synthesis 

route
} Example: PathMiner
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http://www.cs.tufts.edu/~soha/paperArchive/2011%20Probabilisticpathwayconstruction.pdf


Graph-Based Approaches
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Host

Database
(e.g. KEGG, 16,982 compounds, and 9270 reactions)

GOAL: construct a synthesis pathway

Host Target metabolite

Database



Naïve Approach: Exhaustive Search Algorithm
} Construct the tree 

recursively, starting from 
the root and by adding all 
reactions to the tree

Target metabolite
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Probabilistic Algorithm Based On 
Metabolite Connectivity

} Graph construction begins with a target metabolite and 
ends in a host 

} Favor some reactions based on metabolite connectivity 
} WR = minimum metabolite connectivity of the metabolites in 

reaction R (on the side opposite to the parent metabolite)
} E.g. WR1 = 4, WR2 = 1, WR3 = 3
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Probabilistic Graph Search Algorithm
} Construct the graph 

recursively starting from 
the target metabolite

} Select a random reaction 
based on metabolite 
connectivity

} Search termination
} Limit the number of 

reactions to 20
} Perform constraint-based 

analysis to rank the 
constructed pathways by 
maximum yield
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Test cases
} Genome-scale model of E. coli (iAF1260) (Feist, Henry et 

al. 2007) as a host
} Target metabolites

} Drug: Isopentenyl diphosphate
} Biofuels: Biodiesel, Fatty acid methyl ester
} Biofuel feedstock: Triacylglycerol
} Polymer: 1, 3-propanediol

} Compare three search algorithms based on yield results
} Fixed biomass flux 
} Yield is defined as the maximal possible flux of the target 

metabolite
} Probabilistic, random and exhaustive (depth of 10)
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Yield comparisons for fatty acid ethyl esters obtained using 
connectivity based and uniform weighting schemes.

} In general, improvement in yield based on uniform weighting 
suggests that high-yield pathways involve intermediates with 
both high and low connectivity metabolites.
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Yield distributions
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Uniform 
Probabilistic

algorithm

Exhaustive 
algorithm

Metabolite name
Number of 
pathways

Max. Yield
Number of 
pathways

Max. Yield

Isopentenyl 
diphosphate

11 1.28 15 1.28

1,3-Propanediol 1 2.19 1 2.19

Biodiesel 17 3.30 504 3.58

Fatty acid methyl 
ester

69 1.25 1121 1.25

Triacylglycerol 71 1.94 2949 1.97
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Pathway Synthesis Results

Run times: 
• Exhaustive search for maximum 10 reactions in a pathway: hours
• Probabilistic search: minutes



Graph-Based Approaches - Atomistic Mapping
} Look at specifics of compounds when selecting the synthesis 

route
} Avoid dealing with hub metabolites by tracing how bonds are 

made and broken across reactions
} currency metabolites donate relatively few atoms across a reaction 
} Atom-mapping rule sets can detect which substrate/product pairs 

have the most atoms in common, and pathway searches can focus on 
edges containing the highest degree of atomistic conservation

} Example algorithms:
} Re-Trace
} PathMiner ß
} MetaRoute
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Idea in atomistic mapping approach
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} Top transformation conserves 
more of the starting 
compound
than bottom 
transformation

} Favor pathways
with minimal transformation 
cost

TOP

BOTTOM

START



PathMiner
} Compound attributes represented using a 145-bit vector

} e.g., C, O, S atoms with possible bond structures of C1=O, O–
S, S–S

} Reactions represented as a difference between two 
compound representations
} Cost associated with the transition

} Search space (they refer to it as a state space, where 
nodes are the states, and reactions are the transitions) is 
well defined, and transition cost is well defined

} Find minimum cost path 20

McShan, D. C., Rao, S., & Shah, I. (2003). PathMiner: predicting metabolic 
pathways by heuristic search. Bioinformatics, 19(13), 1692-1698.



PathMiner – Search Algorithm
} Did not advocate for breadth-first or depth-first search because of large 

number of possible pathways
} Use “informed search”, in the form of “best” search.

} Chemical similarity of a molecule’s state to the target molecule is used to determine 
which transitions/reactions are likely to lead toward the product of interest. 

} Similarity: an additive combination of:
} distance traveled G (i.e., chemical similarity between start compound and present molecule) 

and 

} Estimate of distance not yet traveled H (i.e., chemical similarity between target compound 
and present molecule) – this is an ESTIMATE of the cost from present compound to target

} F= G + H. 

} Use A* algorithm
} At each iteration,  A* determines which of its partial paths to expand into one or more 

longer paths.

} Use a priority queue to repeatedly select minimum (estimate) cost nodes to expand
} At each step, the node with the lowest F(x) value is removed from the queue, 

the F and G values of its neighbors are updated accordingly, and these neighbors are 
added to the queue

} Algorithm terminate when target is reached or queue is empty
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McShan, D. C., Rao, S., & Shah, I. (2003). PathMiner: predicting metabolic 
pathways by heuristic search. Bioinformatics, 19(13), 1692-1698.



PathMiner – Results
} Much faster execution time 

than BFS and DFS
} May not find the least cost 

path as A* is a heuristic
} G= distance traveled

} H= distance not yet traveled

} F = total cost
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the total number of states explored in the search (M); 
the length of the path (L); 
the path cost (F ),
the effective branching factor (b∗)
time required for the computation (t)

Legend for m=0, … 6

McShan, D. C., Rao, S., & Shah, I. (2003). PathMiner: predicting metabolic 
pathways by heuristic search. Bioinformatics, 19(13), 1692-1698.

Each point shows 
H cost of successor 
nodes

Features: fingerprint representing properties of molecules; differences in fingerprint allow computed distance



Two approaches
} Graph-based approaches

} Use data in reaction databases directly
} A reaction is represented as an edge; metabolites as nodes
} Different algorithms to identify different routes from the 

starting compound to the product. 

} Rule-based approaches
} Generalize reactions in databases into reaction rules and use 

those rules to map out reaction paths between starting 
compound and product

} Advantage: By capturing the observed chemistry in the rules, 
the algorithm can predict new compounds and pathways that 
are not found in databases
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PathPred
} GOAL -- find particular types of pathways that are specific to certain class 

of Metabolism
} E.g. biodegredation, secondary plant metabolism, etc

} Based on the relevant RDM patterns from KEGG
} Algorithm

} Specify starting compound as current compound

} Similarity comparison (with threshold limit) between current compound and the 
full database of KEGG compounds, 

} Search through all of the RDMs of those matched compounds and finds all 
RDMs that are applicable to the current compound

} Use identified RDM patterns on the current compound to establish one step in 
pathway

} Score reactions and pathways so far
} Repeat above steps for high scoring pathways

24
Moriya Y, Shigemizu D, Hattori M, Tokimatsu T, Kotera M, Goto S, 
Kanehisa M (2010) PathPred: an enzyme-catalyzed metabolic pathway 

prediction server. Nucleic Acids Res 38:W138–W143



KEGG Atom Types
RDM – Reaction Center, Difference, Match
} Atom Types RDM
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Scoring in PathPred, and findings
} Reaction scoring

} Structural similarity of input compound to the compound that 
the RDM pattern is designed to act on. 

} Pathway scoring
} average of the reaction scores contained within it

} Able to predict several biodegredation pathways (1,2,3,4-
tetrachlorobenzene to glycolate), and plant biosynthesis 
of fraxidin from umbelliferon
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Moriya Y, Shigemizu D, Hattori M, Tokimatsu T, Kotera M, Goto S, 
Kanehisa M (2010) PathPred: an enzyme-catalyzed metabolic pathway 

prediction server. Nucleic Acids Res 38:W138–W143



Summary so far
} Graph-based approaches

} Abstract Graph-Based Approaches
} Example: Probabilistic Pathway Construction, ProPath, or PPC in the 

reference paper

} Atomistic Mapping
} Example: PathMiner

} Rule-based approach
} PathPred
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Enzyme vs Pathway Solution Space

28

Synthetic metabolism: metabolic engineering meets enzyme design Erb, 

Jones and Bar-Even, 2017



Enzyme vs Pathway Solution Space - Details
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Synthetic metabolism: metabolic engineering meets enzyme design Erb, 

Jones and Bar-Even, 2017



Homework #4 – recommend working in pairs
} Given synthesis pathways for two test cases, write functions to 

add the pathways to the organism model and evaluate yield of 
synthesis pathways

} Test case #1: 2,3 Butanediol
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Test case #2, 1- Butanol
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The Homework –
} Automate a method to add and evaluate synthesis pathways

1. Select a model organism 
1. Modified E. coli model, mapping met names to KEGG IDS

2. Evaluate the maximum biomass yield under a specific context (e.g., glucose uptake)
1. Assume Glucose uptake of -10 mmol/gDW of glucose 

3. Identify and specify a synthesis pathway.  The pathway will have one or more reactions 
steps, beginning with a metabolite within the model organism and ending with the target 
synthesis molecule. 

4. Add the synthesis pathway to the model.  In addition, an external exchange reaction from 
the target molecule is added to the model to facilitate yield evaluation.   This reaction acts 
to “drain” the target molecule.

5. Use FBA to evaluate the yield of the synthesis pathway.  The objective function will be to 
maximize the flux in the newly added exchange reaction.  The biomass production will be 
assumed at 10% of that of the wild type.
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Details: Specify reaction steps in synthesis pathway.  
Write function getSynthesisReactions

} We provided a list of reactions (KEGG reaction IDs) for the synthesis pathways
} Example formula in the KEGG reaction entry under Definition:

} Retrieve the reaction equation from KEGG
} Map KEGG IDs in equation to metabolite names in the model

} We provide a mapping file

} Assume the pathways will be added to the cytoplasm
¨ Make sure to find the correct molecule names!!

} A metabolite from the reaction formula may or may not be in the model
¨ If not in model, make sure to add to KEGG mapping file for subsequent steps

} Function getSynthesisReactions returns
} a listing of reaction step names (e.g., ‘RxnStep1’), 
} formulas that use metabolite names from the model if available (e.g. 'alac__S_c -> co2_c + (R)-

Acetoin_c') 
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Details: Adding synthesis pathway to the model
Write function addSynthesisPathwayToModel

} Utilize COBRA command addReaction to add reactions to the model.  

} Make sure that the reaction directionality is fixed from host to target molecule
} Either add the reaction with the correct directionality to the model, or

} Set the correct lower bounds on the reactions

} Don’t forget to add a “sink” reaction step from the target synthesis molecule. FBA will 
maximize the yield of this sink reaction

} The outcome of this step is an updated model and an updated model-metabolites-to-
KEGG-ID listing. Make sure this mapping is updated with each added reaction as needed
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Details: Yield evaluation
Write function evaluateYieldForSynthesisPathway

} Write a function, evaluateYieldForSynthesisPathway that takes the proper 
arguments to compute the yield of a synthesis pathway once the model has 
been updated with the synthesis pathway. 
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Putting it All Together
Write Function addAndEvaulateSynthesisPathway , and a test script

} Write a function, addAndEvaulateSynthesisPathway that calls the various 
functions in the right order to add and evaluate the yield of the synthesis 
pathway. 

} Write a script that iterates through the two given test cases.  For each test 
case call addAndEvaulateSynthesisPathway. The script itself should clearly 
describe which test case is being run, and the print enough information to 
show the resulting yield 
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